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This weak the thorny and very controversial question 

of which language any of our multi-lingual societies 
should adopt as its national languageo Should we, for 

the sake of convenience, keep either English or 

•'I, • 

French which, after all, also make it easier for keeping 

in close contact with really large chunks of the world? 

Or should we take, as Tanzania has done with Swahili, 

the most current national language, in spite of the 

attendant potential political and social problems of 
deciding which is the most current. And that 's only 

one 2-rgument. Apart from Tanzania, which did have an 
obvious lingua franca in Swahili, no other African 

country has yet reached a final decision oa t his 

question. There's much discussion in Uganda about the 

adoption of Swahili, and in Kenya they have gone some 

of the way towards its official use, and over on the 

West Coast in C-hanai, as we heard fairly recently in 
University Report, some people are advocating using 
the Akan language rather than English, But perhaps 

it's rny home - Nigeria - which has really the biggest 

problem i,1 terms of al ternativcs to our colo,1iaJ 
legacy of English - quite apart from the thrte major 

languages of Yoruba, Ibo and Hausa, there are mo~e th~n 

a hundred other languages 2.nd distinct dialects. 

Well, to bring current thinking together on the 

position of Yoruba, the main language of Western Nigeria, 

the University of Ife was host in December to a 
seminar on the Development of Yoruba for the Mod8rn Age. 

The seminar is particularly :iertinent at this time 
since the Western State MiniPtry of Education has 

recently made Yoruba a compulso~y subject for schools~ 
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Yoruba educators and Yoruba scholars from the 

Universities of Ibadan and Lagos attended the Ife 
seminar which basically set out to appraise the 

acaderiic status of the language and to recommend an 

adeq_uate programme of Yoruba studies right through 

the educational systBm. Dr Ad~bisi Afclayan, l~cturer 

in English at Ife,was one of the Seminar's orgar..isers. 
On the University campus he summed up its' achievements. 

I think the achievement of the Seminar can be looked at 

from three points of view. The first is the development 

of modern Yoruba and this can be seen from tho three 

dommi ttees that have been set up at the last session o.f' 

the Seminar. The first Committee was to look into 

ways and means of establishing a Yoruba Btudies 

Association. This Yoruba Studies Association would 

then be in charge of further activities on the Yoruba 

language~ The second Committee was to establish the 

project that will lead to the production of adequate 

dictionaries of Yoruba.o The third Committee was to 

look into the development of Yoruba for use in teaching 

Yoruba at higher levels of Education. It is strange 

that lectures in Yoruba are now given at the universities 

in English. And the Seminar f'elt that this ought to 

stop. So this Committee was asked to l ook into thCsg 

problems that prevent the lecturers from giving the 

lectures in Yoruba. The same Committee was to look 

into what are the constituents of Yoruba studieA and 

to recommend to various bodies an adequate syllabus at 

various levels of education. The second point of view 

about the importance of this Semincr lies in the 

national educational policy. At the moment we have got 

no national educational language policy·. The Seminar 

highlighted the problems that will arise if the 

Nigerian language were to be adopted for education. 

The highlighting of the problems and the solutions 

suggested would help to a great extent towards the 

establishment of a national policy if one were to be 
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made, And this brings us to the third dimension of 

importance ·of the Seminar. This question of the 

national language policy concerns other African 
countries as well. And it seems that the solutions 

suggested and the problems highlighted can be looked 

at by other countries. 

Well, as Dr Afolayan said, the problems that their 
Seminar at Ife highlighted, of which language to use, 

where and when, are cowmon to most African countries. 

And although the details of each indivi dual situation 

obviously vary, the issues donlt. So,after the 
Seminar at Ife was over,Akin :Ei'ub~ talked to Dr Afolayan 
about the whole complEx question of the use of vernacular 

languages. Even on a strictly academic or university 

level, for example, there are a~l sorts of problems 

which it is often difficult to view from a strictly 
objective, academic standpoint. So, first Akin asked 

Dr Afolayan what the problems are in settL.1g up 
language studies in a vernacular language in a multi

lingual society. 

Two major types of problem are pre-supposed. One is 
internal to the language, and the other is external to 

it within. the society at larg'ec. Let' 8 take the internal 
problem first, Here you find what can be regarded a s 

linguisti~ problens. There is the problem of 

describing the language adequately: its grammar, its 

phonetics, its phonology, its semantics, and all other 

aspects of the description of the language. Then , at 

least, there is another major problem - that of 
inadequate orthography of th,, lang'mge. And ,secondly, 

you have witbin the society educational matters to be 

looked at. You have to provide adequate teachersr 

adequato teaching materials, ade~uate dictionaries, 
adequate books, in order to ;stablish any Nigerian 

language. Then there i s the gr1ater prcblem which 
can be regarded as political. If you want to encourage 

the teaching of Nigerian languages which of them will 

you do? Will you take all of the languages" What 

are the criteria for your choice? How would the ot her s 
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feel? Wouldn't they feel neglected if you take other 

languages and you left theirs? Besides, attention to 
any particular langwige might lead to other 1)oli tical 

repercussions you may never think about l ike isolation 
and attempts to be inward looking and a tendancy towards 

disintegration eventually. 

Certain Yoruba intellectuals have been advocating not 
only the teaching of Yoruba in schools but the use of 

Yoruba as a medium of instruction in schools in the 

Western State of Nigeria. What do you think of this 

idea? 

Well 9 from your questi.on, it is just the medium of 
instruction that is something now to be disputed. The 
Ministry has already insisted that Yoruba must be taught 
in all schools, and I think that everybody feels tha t 

this is just right. But,concerning the question of 
usi.ng Yoruba as a medium of instruction, I think opinions 

divide on th3. s. '.lhere are those who would like to 
look at the probler.s involved - the political problems, 

for example -andand insist on 1.rning only English a s the 

medium of instruction. Such people argue that if 

Yoruba is used as a mediulli of instruction why would 
Efik or Ibibjo, or Hausa or Ibo or Eda not be 

used. And then they raise the problems that I have 
already tJuched upon - the political problema, I mean, 

But there is one thing. Using a language as a med i ur:i 

of instruction is essentially en educational isslie. 

W'hat do you '""'ant to gain? It seems that to-day pupi ls, 
and later students, are greatly impoveri.shed in thei r 
attemrjt to learn. Wha tGver +hey learn seems to be , 

particularly at the lower classes, to be more remot e 

than it needs to bo. VThat they learn is rather foreign 
to them. There is a tendancy for Nigerian pupils -

' Yoruba pupils, to bG precise for example, to consider 

what they learn as things be1.on~ing to the school and 
not to their hone or to their s0ciety. So that 

they learn First Aid and what to do when there is a 
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fresh wound. But when thoy get home if they get a 

frosh wound and their father just takes mud and places 

it on the fresh wound thGy cannot see any connection 

between germs which they've studied at school and this 

fresh wound. This is largely because what they learn 

at school is so remote to hem they just think it's 

something they have to learn and just to give the facts 

whenever the facts are asked, and not something they 

have to apply in life. It seems that any education 

given in your own language will appear more relevant to 

you Rnd so the educational gain really recommends the 

use of Yoruba as a medium of instruction. Whatever 

problGms may then arise Day be solved. And here I 

would like to mention~ in particular, this question of 

political isolation. Now that the rule has boen made, 

it must be realised that Yoruba is used as the medium 

of instruction for at leaBt two, tl1ree, or four years 

at school. It is on:y the last two years that are 

now being debated. If the use of Yoruba would have 

such political repercussions as some people would like 

us to understand, then what is now being done on 

systematical issues should already have led to it. 

~ou are, of course, speaking now of the primary school 

when you said that Yoruba has been used, in fact, for 

the first four years of school. How would you think 

that teachers would renJer mathematical data, for 

instance, or physi8al or chemical data in Yor-1b8..0 

Wouldn't this present a problem? 

Oh well, yes. This j_s what I nwant when I said that 

the problem should be solved. You know, I said a few 

minutes ago, that it will boa proolem of developing 

the language to meet the requirements of the modern age 

which was, in fact, the the□e of our seminar. We 

would like to attempt the use of Yoruba for teaching 

Science. Mark you, it is a general linguistic fact, 

accepted by most linguists to-day, that no 10.nguage is 

inferior to another, no language is barbaric or at 

such an eleoentary stage that it cannot do what any 
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other language can do in potentiality. It is only 

that it is not within the culture of any particul ar 

language if it has not been used for a particular 

thing. So it eeems to me that we can develop Yoruba 

tc use Yoruba for teaching Science. It's a problem of 

vocabulary. 

Yes, of course. But I was thinking really of things 

that have become international linguistic symbols in 

the sc.i_ences rather than linguistic symbols bel ongine; 

to particular language groups, like certain words that 

one uses for chemical materials and things like that. 

Oh, wello This makes the matter easier for using 

Yoruba because when French or German or Russian or 

English people would like to speak about such things 

they just use the internationally accepted terminology. 

There is no reason·why Yoruba should not use that 

terminology. The only thing you are going to have here 

is a phonological change, making the word assume the 

phonology of Yoruba. For examplG, 

when you have the word 11 2.stronaut" -- it is now an 

international term - what it will bo called in Yoruba 

is "astronauti11 ,, And that is all right. 

Dr Adebisi Afolayan, Lec~urer in English, talking to 

Akin Euba on the crunpus at Ife. V,i'ell, for my parts 

I must admit I think everyone in the world should be 

forced to speak the same language, provided, of course, 

it's one I already understand. 

All material used from the scri~ t must be credi t _~d to the BBC. 


